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Epitaxial ScN(001) thin films were grown on MgO(001) substrates by dc reactive magnetron
sputtering. The deposition was performed in an Ar/N2 atmosphere at 2  103 Torr at a substrate
temperature of 850  C in a high vacuum chamber with a base pressure of 108 Torr. In spite of
oxygen contamination of 1.6 6 1 at. %, the electrical resistivity, electron mobility, and carrier
concentration obtained from a typical film grown under these conditions by room temperature Hall
measurements are 0.22 mX cm, 106 cm2 V1 s1, and 2.5  1020 cm3, respectively. These films
exhibit remarkable thermoelectric power factors of 3.3–3.5  103 W/mK2 in the temperature range
of 600 K to 840 K. The cross-plane thermal conductivity is 8.3 W/mK at 800 K yielding an estimated
ZT of 0.3. Theoretical modeling of the thermoelectric properties of ScN calculated using a meanfree-path of 23 nm at 300 K is in very good agreement with the experiment. These results also
demonstrate that further optimization of the power factor of ScN is possible. First-principles density
functional theory combined with the site occupancy disorder technique was used to investigate the
effect of oxygen contamination on the electronic structure and thermoelectric properties of ScN. The
computational results suggest that oxygen atoms in ScN mix uniformly on the N site forming a
homogeneous solid solution alloy. Behaving as an n-type donor, oxygen causes a shift of the Fermi
level in ScN into the conduction band without altering the band structure and the density of states.
C 2013 AIP Publishing LLC [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4801886]
V
I. INTRODUCTION

Scandium nitride (ScN), a semiconducting transition
metal nitride, has remarkable physical properties such as high
chemical stability, melting point (about 2600  C), and mechanical hardness.1,2 ScN adopts a rocksalt (B1) crystal struc .3,4 The most
ture with a lattice parameter of 4.50–4.52 Å
common ScN thin-film deposition techniques are molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE),5–8 reactive magnetron sputtering,2–4,9–14
and hydride vapor phase epitaxy (HVPE).15,16
Theoretical and experimental studies have shown that
ScN is an n-type semiconductor with an indirect bandgap of
about 0.9 eV.17 The value of the direct bandgap at the gamma
point has been reported to be in the range of 2.1–2.6 eV.10
The electron concentration is typically in the degenerate range
of 1020–1022 cm3 (Refs. 11, 12, 14, and 15) values that were
originally attributed to a high level (up to 20%) of nitrogen
vacancies.18 Since Sc has one of the highest affinities for oxygen among transition metals,10 oxygen, which acts as a donor,
is a common impurity that enhances the conductivity of ScN
films.10,15 The oxygen incorporation most likely occurs during
deposition10 rather than as a result of grain boundary diffusion
during postgrowth exposure to oxygen.13 The electron mobility of sputtered ScN thin films is typically in the 30–100 cm2
V1 s1 range. The highest reported electron mobility, 176
cm2 V1 s1, was measured for a film grown by HVPE.15
This previous study also demonstrated that post-growth
annealing at 1000  C in a Mg atmosphere leads to a slight
0021-8979/2013/113(15)/153704/7/$30.00

reduction of carrier concentration, from 2.3 to 1.1  1020 cm3,
and a significant increase in Hall mobility, from 19 to
158 cm2 V1 s1.15 In this work, halogen or hydrogen was
proposed to be the principal donor during the growth and
were presumed to be responsible for the degenerate carrier
concentration in the ScN thin films.15 However, no chemical
analysis was attempted in order to prove this assertion.
Recently, ScN is receiving increased attention for its
versatility in emerging applications14,19–23 including optoelectronics19,20 and thermoelectrics.14,21–23 In GaN-based
optoelectronics, ScN interlayers have proven to be efficient
in reducing dislocation densities.19 ScN can also be used as a
substrate or contact material20 since the (111) plane of ScN
is lattice-matched to the (0001) plane of GaN. In the case of
thermoelectrics, ScN is being explored as the semiconductor
layer in metal/semiconductor superlattices for hightemperature thermionic energy conversion21–23 and as a
high-temperature thermoelectric material on its own
accord.14 With regards to ScN as a stand-alone thermoelectric material, an electron mobility of 30 cm2 V1 s1 and
electron concentration of 1  1021 cm3 has been reported
on ScN(111) epitaxial films deposited on a (0001) sapphire
substrate. A Seebeck coefficient of 86 lV/K at 800 K
resulted in a power factor of 2.5  103 W/mK2.2,14
For the present study, high quality epitaxial ScN(001)
films were grown on MgO(001) substrates by dc reactive
magnetron sputtering. The thermoelectric properties of ScN
thin films were assessed by a combination of experimental
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and theoretical techniques. Despite the oxygen contamination, the films show exceptional electronic and thermoelectric properties. Modeling of the thermoelectric properties is
found to yield results that are in good agreement with experimental results. The effect of oxygen content on the electronic
structure and properties of ScN was evaluated using firstprinciples density functional theory (DFT) calculations combined with the site occupancy disorder (SOD) technique.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

ScN thin films with thicknesses in the range of 480520 nm were deposited by dc reactive magnetron sputtering
in a high vacuum chamber with a base pressure of 108 Torr
(PVD Products, Inc.,) on 1  1 cm MgO(001) and Si(001)
substrates. The Si substrate was mainly used for temperature
calibration. Prior to the deposition, the substrates were ultrasonically cleaned in toluene, acetone, and methanol and
blown dry in nitrogen. The deposition was carried out in an
Ar(10 sccm)/N2(3 sccm) atmosphere at 2  103 Torr. The
99.99% pure 2 in. Sc target was sputtered at 150 W in a dc
constant power mode. The substrate temperature was maintained at 830 6 20  C using a SiC heater and controlled by a
thermocouple and an infrared pyrometer. The first pyrometer
temperature measurement was taken from a pure Si 1  1 cm
substrate since the MgO substrate is optically transparent in
the pyrometer wavelength range. Another temperature measurement was taken from both Si and MgO substrates after
about 100 nm of a ScN thin film was deposited. The samples
were cooled at a rate of 20  C per minute.
The microstructures and orientations of the resultant
films were characterized by x-ray diffraction (XRD) and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) using CuKa radiation in a Panalytical X’pert diffractometer and an FEI Titan
80-300 transmission electron microscope, respectively.
Cross-sectional samples for TEM study were prepared by the
focused ion beam (FIB) in-situ lift-out technique using an
FEI Nova 200 dual beam scanning electron microscopy
(SEM)/FIB equipped with a Kl€ocke nanomanipulator. Planview samples were obtained by a mechanical grinding and
polishing followed by ion milling to electron transparency
using a 5 kV Arþ-ion beam at a 8 incident angle in a Gatan
PIPS system. Surface morphology was examined by SEM
using the same FEI Nova 200 dual beam SEM/FIB. The elemental composition of the ScN films was obtained by
Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy (RBS) using nuclear reaction analysis (NRA), a technique that provides
improved sensitivity and accuracy for oxygen. The analysis
was conducted by Evans Analytical Group (EAG).
Hall measurements were carried out using an MMR
Technologies system. An H 50 Van der Pauw controller was
used in order to perform the resistivity measurements prior
to obtaining the Hall mobility and electron concentrations.
Indium was used as a contact material.
The thermoelectric properties of the ScN film were
obtained inside a thermostat under 106 Torr vacuum in
the 300-840 K temperature range, measured in 50 K intervals. The sample was mounted in a floating configuration
across a measurement stage. The electrical conductivity in
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the conventional Van der Pauw configuration and the
Seebeck coefficient were measured simultaneously to ensure
that each value was obtained under identical conditions. A
total of eight resistance measurements were taken at each
temperature, including both polarities. Several temperature
gradients were established at each of the different ambient
temperatures, such that the Seebeck coefficient was determined as the linear relationship between the induced voltages and the temperature differences. Sufficient time was
allowed to establish thermal equilibrium before recording
the voltage. Using known types of thermocouple calibrations
over the temperature range, the absolute Seebeck voltage of
the sample was extracted from the total measured voltage.
The time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR) technique
was employed to measure the thermal conductivity of the
ScN thin films.24–26 In the TDTR setup, a Ti:sappire laser
was used to create femtosecond laser pulses with 12.5 ns
repetition rate and a fixed laser power of 25 MW. The laser
pulses were split into a pump beam (18 MW) and a probe
beam (7 MW). The pump beam, which induced localized
heating of the sample, was modulated with an electro-optic
modulator (EOM) at a modulation frequency of 835 kHz. A
Si-photodetector and an RF lock-in amplifier were used to
capture the reflected probe beam signal. The sample was
coated with a 70 nm aluminum film to absorb the incident
laser light, acting as a transducer. The thermal conductivity
of the ScN thin film was obtained by fitting the measurement
data with a 3D thermal model based on thermal
quadrupoles.26
Plane-wave self-consistent field (PWSCF) implementation of DFT was employed with a generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) to the exchange correlation energy27
and ultrasoft pseudopotentials28 to represent the interaction
between ionic cores and valence electrons. Plane-wave basis
sets (PWs) with cut-off energies of 30 Ry and 180 Ry were
used to represent the electronic wave functions and charge
densities, respectively. Integration over the Brillouin zone
was carried out using a gamma-centered grid with a
5  5  5 mesh of k-points for all calculations having 222
supercells. Hubbard U-corrections with U ¼ 3.5 eV were
used for the Sc atoms to accurately describe the electronic
structure of ScN.17,29
The SOD technique30 was used to obtain the symmetry
inequivalent configurations (SIC) of a 222 ScN supercell. To
investigate the effect of oxygen on ScN’s electronic properties, extensive simulations with a 222 ScN supercell having
oxygen concentrations of 1.56, 3.12, 4.68, and 6.25 at. %,
respectively, were performed. For all calculations, structures
were relaxed until forces on each atom were less than 0.001
Ry/Bohr.
The thermoelectric transport parameters, electrical conductivity, and Seebeck coefficient were calculated using31
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where q is the electron charge, T is the temperature, f is the
Fermi-Dirac distribution function, EF is the Fermi level, and
R(E) is the so-called transport distribution.31 The transport
distribution is commonly expressed in terms of the band velocity along the transport direction and the scattering time.
However, an equivalent formulation based on the Landauer
approach can also be used, and is generally simpler from a
computational perspective. With the Landauer approach, the
transport distribution is obtained with the following
expression:32
RðEÞ ¼

L2
MðEÞTðEÞ;
h

(3)

where M(E) is the number of conducting channels at the
energy E, L is the length of the conductor, T(E) ¼ k(E)/(k(E)
þ L) is the transmission coefficient corresponding to the
probability of an electron traveling from one side (z ¼ 0) of
the sample to the other (z ¼ L), and k is the mean-free-path
(MFP) for backscattering representing the average distance
traveled along the transport direction before a forward moving electron becomes backward moving. Note that the
Landauer formulation is valid in ballistic, quasi-ballistic, and
diffusive transport regimes. In the case of diffusive transport
(L  k), T(E) is written as k/L. This approach can be shown
to be equivalent to the standard transport distribution.32
As is evident from these expressions, in order to calculate the transport properties one needs to know two basic
parameters: the distribution of modes M(E) and the meanfree-path k: The distribution of modes depends on the electronic dispersion of ScN,32 which was calculated in the entire
Brillouin zone with DFT, using the generalized gradient
approximation, a cut-off energy of 700 eV for the planewave basis, a k-point mesh of 55  55  55 (with unit cell)
 . The experiand the experimental lattice constant of 4.52 Å
mental band gap of 0.9 eV was set by rigidly shifting the
energy of the valence and conduction bands. For the MFP, a
simple expression valid for the case of acoustic phonon scattering was assumed.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The 2h-x diffraction pattern of a ScN thin film deposited on an MgO(001) substrate is shown in Fig. 1. The pattern indicates that the ScN film is h002i oriented. No other
reflections were observed. The 002 peak position is 40.01 ,
 in the growth
corresponding to a lattice constant of 4.50 Å
direction, a value that is closely matched to the reported
relaxed ScN lattice constant.4 The insert in Fig. 1 is a rocking curve of the 002 ScN reflection with a full-width-at-halfmaximum (FWHM) of 0.675 . The reciprocal space map
(RSM) obtained for the 024 ScN reflection (not shown) indicates epitaxial growth of a fully relaxed ScN film on the
MgO substrate with a mosaic spread of 0.086 .
Figure 2 is an FESEM plan-view image of a ScN film
obtained using a high resolution through-lens backscattering
electron detector. The square densely packed features with
an average feature size of 40 nm are present on the film
surface. These features correspond to the formation of

FIG. 1. 2h-x diffraction pattern from ScN thin film sputtered onto
MgO(001) substrate. A rocking curve (insert) of 002 ScN reflection reveals
a FWHM of 0.675 .

kinetically driven mound structures. Similar formations were
previously observed in some semiconductors and transmission metal nitrides as well as in ScN single crystalline sputtered thin films.4,9 As described in Ref. 4, an EhrlichSchwoebel surface diffusion barrier inhibits adatom migration down steps, thereby promoting nucleation on terraces
and leading to the formation of mounds. As the film growth
continues, mounds connect along the edges with the development of the cusps. Shadowing during further deposition and
reduced adatom mobility at cusps leads to nanopipe formation along the mound edges and surface roughening. Thus,
these features with four-fold symmetry, as expected for the
nucleation of rocksalt ScN, represent the growth front of the
ScN thin films. Nevertheless, the film surface is relatively
smooth with a root mean square (RMS) surface roughness of
0.31 nm obtained from the AFM 2  2 lm area scan (not
shown).
Figure 3 shows a plan-view bright-field TEM image of
the ScN film and a selected area electron diffraction (SAED)
taken along the [001] zone axis. The diffraction pattern does
not show any spreading of high-order diffraction spots and is
consistent with a ScN film of high crystal quality. In addition, a periodic mound structure with mounds surrounded by
nanopipe formations as well as dislocations is visible in the
bright field image.
A high-resolution TEM image of the MgO/ScN interface is shown in Fig. 4. The insert is a corresponding SAED
consisting of 002 MgO and 002 ScN overlapping reflections

FIG. 2. Plan-view FESEM image of the ScN surface showing the formation
of square flat-topped mounds with average estimated feature size of 40 nm.
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FIG. 3. Plan-view bright-field TEM image of the ScN thin film grown on
MgO substrate. Insert is a SAED obtained at [001] zone axes.

that confirm the epitaxial growth of the ScN film on the
MgO(001) substrate with a cube-on-cube epitaxial relationship of ScN(001)[100]kMgO(001)[100], as also obtained
from XRD u scans of 022 ScN reflections. The separation of
the 002 MgO and 002 ScN reflections is consistent with a lattice mismatch of about 7% between the ScN thin film and
the MgO substrate.
Hall measurements were performed at room temperature
in the van der Pauw configuration. The ScN films were found
to be n-type with a typical film yielding an electrical resistivity of 0.22 mX-cm, an electron mobility of 106 cm2 V1 s1,
and a carrier concentration of 2.5  1020 cm3. The degenerate carrier concentration can be attributed to contamination
with impurities, mainly oxygen, to the presence of nitrogen
vacancies, or to both. An oxygen concentration of 1.6 6 1
at. % was obtained by RBS using NRA for improved light
element detection. The fact that the mobility can be so high
despite the oxygen contamination suggests that ultra-high

FIG. 4. High resolution TEM image of ScN/MgO interface (shown by
arrow). The lattice mismatch between the ScN film and the MgO substrate is
about 7%. The insert SAED confirms the epitaxial growth of ScN on MgO
substrate.

J. Appl. Phys. 113, 153704 (2013)

vacuum and ultra-high purity starting material may not be
required to generate ScN films with satisfactory properties
for majority carrier device applications.
Figure 5 shows (a) the in-plane electrical conductivity
and (b) Seebeck coefficient for a ScN thin film as a function
of temperature. The theoretically calculated values are plotted on the same graphs (blue diamonds) for comparison and
will be discussed below. The conductivity shows metalliclike behavior with the value of conductivity decreasing with
temperature to 1353 S/cm at 840 K. The magnitude of the
Seebeck coefficient increases with temperature to a value of
156 lV/K at 840 K. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the
largest Seebeck coefficient reported thus far for ScN films.
In order to better understand these results and to determine whether further optimization is possible, theoretical
modeling of the thermoelectric properties of ScN was performed. Given that the Seebeck coefficient (S) is relatively
insensitive to scattering (and is independent of scattering in
the case of a constant mean-free-path), S depends most
strongly on the position of the Fermi level (EF). For acoustic
phonon scattering in parabolic energy bands, the mean-freepath is energy independent.33 Thus, EF is extracted by fitting
the theoretical S to the experimental S. Using the fitted values of EF, which depending on the temperature are located at
0.06-0.09 eV above the band edge (Fig. 6), the electrical conductivity is computed. By optimizing a single constant
mean-free-path for backscattering, the calculated electrical

FIG. 5. (a) In-plane electrical conductivity and (b) in-plane Seebeck coefficient of a ScN film measured under vacuum in the 300-840 K temperature
range. Note that the theoretical Seebeck was set equal to the experimental
Seebeck in order to determine the location of the Fermi level at each temperature. The extracted Fermi level was used to compute the electrical
conductivity.
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FIG. 6. Extracted Fermi level and optimal Fermi level, relative to the conduction band edge, versus temperature.

conductivity is matched to the experimental values (see Fig.
5(a)). Acoustic phonon scattering is important for obtaining
the correct temperature dependence and is approximately
expressed as k(T) ¼ k0 T0/T, where k0 is the MFP at the reference temperature T0.33 With k0 ¼ 23 nm at T0 ¼ 300 K, we
obtain a good fit with experiment. Note that this MFP is similar to that of Bi2Te3 (18 nm) and Ge (29 nm) but is significantly smaller than that of GaAs (110 nm).32 The extracted
MFP at 300 K is roughly a half of the average mound size,
thus, indicating that acoustic phonon scattering is the dominant scattering source for the experimental temperature
range. The measured electrical conductivity decreases more
rapidly at higher temperatures compared to theory and may
be the result of additional scattering processes not considered
here such as optical phonon scattering.
Figure 7 shows both experimental and theoretical power
factors of ScN thin films as a function of temperature. The
measured power factor increases with temperature, reaching
a maximum of 3.5  103 W/mK2 at 600 K before saturating,
as can be seen from Fig. 7. This value of the power factor is
comparable with that of undoped crystalline SiGe34 and
exceeds the power factor of another high temperature thermoelectric material, La3Te4, which has a power factor of
about 0.6  103 W/mK2 at 600 K.35 Unlike the measured
power factor, the calculated power factor does not show a

FIG. 7. Power factor of a ScN film as a function of temperature. The power
factor increases with temperature reaching a maximum value of 3.5  103
W/mK2 at 600 K. The theoretical power factor was calculated using a meanfree-path for backscattering of 23 nm at 300 K. The optimal power factor
was obtained by varying the location of the Fermi level to maximize the
power factor.

J. Appl. Phys. 113, 153704 (2013)

maximum. The discrepancy results from the slower decay of
the theoretical conductivity compared to the experimental
conductivity, as discussed above. Using this theoretical
model, which provides a good description of the thermoelectric properties of ScN, the optimal power factor for ScN can
be predicted. The optimal power factor is obtained by varying the Fermi level to achieve the largest possible value, and
the result is plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. 7
(green squares). Interestingly, at high temperatures, the optimal power factor and the calculated power factor are nearly
identical. Thus, at high temperature, the Fermi level is near
the optimal position resulting in the large experimental
power factor of ScN. At room temperature, however, the
optimal power factor is significantly larger. Therefore, in
principal, by adjusting EF, the room temperature power factor can be as large as that obtained at high temperature, as
can be seen in Fig. 7. According to Fig. 6, which shows the
location of the Fermi level when fitting the experimental
Seebeck coefficient (blue diamonds) and optimizing the
power factor (green squares), having EF near the band edge
would yield the optimal power factor at 300 K.
The room temperature thermal conductivity of the same
ScN film of 20.7 W/mK was measured in the cross-plane
direction using TDTR technique. As expected, this value is
relatively high, resulting from a significant electronic contribution to the total thermal conductivity due to the high electrical conductivity of ScN. Note that due to the film
thickness and experimental set-up the thermal transport
measurements could not be performed at the same direction
as the measurements of the Seebeck coefficient and electrical
conductivity. Temperature dependent TDTR performed on a
ScN sample grown under similar conditions shows that the
thermal conductivity rolls off as temperature increases reaching a value of 8.34 W/mK at 800 K.36 Combining the inplane power factor and cross-plane thermal conductivity
would suggest a ZT value of about 0.3. Due to the measurement limitation it is common to calculate the estimated value
of ZT dividing the power factor obtained in the in-plane
direction by the cross-plane thermal conductivity. This
approach, however, is not valid in case of anisotropic materials. Rocksalt ScN, on the other hand, is isotropic and thus,
this estimated value of ZT should be close to the true value
of this material. These results indicate that with optimized
doping, impurity control, and suitable alloying for thermal
conductivity reduction, ScN could become a promising candidate for thermoelectric power generation from waste heat
as a high temperature n-type parent material.
In order to evaluate the influence of the oxygen contamination on the electronic structure and properties of the ScN
the SOD technique was employed. SOD uses the space group
symmetry of a particular crystal structure to obtain the symmetry inequivalent configurations (SIC) of the 222 supercell
(Table I). The number of configurations calculated for a
6.25% occupancy of the anion sublattice or 3.12 at. % of
total oxygen concentration decreases from 496 possible configurations to five symmetry inequivalent configurations.
This significant drop in the number of distinct configurations
allows investigating the entire space of configurations in
order to obtain the ordering tendency of oxygen in O-doped
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TABLE I. SOD technique analysis for 222 supercell with varying oxygen concentrations.

Number of
different atoms

Number of
configurations

Number of
symmetry inequivalent
configurations

O-O

distance (Å)

% composition
of anions

496
4960
35 960
201 376
906 192

5
14
71
223
874

4.24
6.05
7.34
3.00
5.20

6.25
9.37
12.50
15.62
18.75

N ¼ 30 O ¼ 2
N ¼ 29 O ¼ 3
N ¼ 28 O ¼ 4
N ¼ 27 O ¼ 5
N ¼ 26 O ¼ 6

TABLE II. Total energies of the all SIC’s for a 6.25% of oxygen on nitrogen site. The lowest energy corresponds to the SIC-3 where O-O distance is the largest.

SIC
1
2
3
4
5

O-O distance before

relaxation (Å)

Multiplicity

O-O distance

after relaxation (Å)

Total energy for
Sc32N30O2 (eV)

4.52
6.39
7.82
3.19
5.53

48
48
16
192
192

4.52
6.39
7.82
3.16
5.53

0.150
0.004
0.000
0.078
0.003

ScN. Replacing nitrogen atoms by oxygen in the octahedrally bonded rocksalt ScN causes a slight decrease in the
 to 9.00 Å

lattice constant of the 222 supercell from 9.04 Å
for 0 and 3.12 at. % of oxygen.
In order to investigate the chemical ordering tendency
of oxygen in ScN films, the total energies of the five symmetry inequivalent configurations were calculated, and the
results are summarized in Table II. The calculations suggest
that SIC-3, where two oxygen atoms in the 222 supercell are
 , is the most enseparated by a maximum distance of 7.82 Å
ergetically favored structure. The next two configurations
having lower energies are SIC-2 and SIC-5, where oxygen and 5.53 Å
 , respectively. As oxoxygen distances are 6.39 Å
ygen atoms come closer, the total energies of the structures
increase (see SIC-1 and SIC-4) and the system becomes less
stable. In addition, the O-O bond length in ScN does not
change during the relaxation process, suggesting that oxygen
tends to form solid solution alloys with nitrogen on the anion
sublattice of ScN. The relative stability of SIC-3, SIC-2, and
SIC-5 indicates no tendency of oxygen clustering or oxide
precipitation in ScN, which otherwise could have significantly altered the electronic structure of ScN.
The electronic densities of states were calculated for
1.56, 3.12, 4.68, and 6.25 at. % oxygen-doped ScN that corresponds to 3.12%, 6.25%, 9.37%, and 12.50% of oxygen
occupying the N-site, as discussed above. It has been found
that the presence of oxygen in ScN does not alter the nature
of the electronic states of ScN; however, the substitution of
oxygen for nitrogen moves the Fermi energy from the middle
of the bandgap into the conduction band as can be seen from
Fig. 8. Oxygen has one extra electron and thus behaves in
ScN as an n-type donor, increasing the carrier concentration.
Thus, for 1.56 at. % oxygen-doped ScN, there are about
1  1021 oxygen atoms per cubic centimeter. If we assume
that each oxygen atom donates one electron, there are
1  1021 cm3 extra electrons in the system. To

accommodate this large number of extra electrons, the Fermi
level moves into the conduction band. Simulations reveal
that the Fermi level moves from the conduction band edge
up by 0.34, 0.52, 0.73, and 0.82 eV for 1.56, 3.12, 4.68, and
6.25 at. % oxygen-doped ScN, respectively. Thus, the shift
of the position of the Fermi level into the band resulted in
the apparent increase of the bandgap of ScN as a function of
the oxygen concentration. This is known as the BursteinMoss shift observed in some degenerately doped semiconductors.37 The shift of the Fermi level of about 0.5 eV was
recently reported for 1.56 at. % oxygen concentration in ScN
using similar simulation approach.38 In addition, the

FIG. 8. Calculated densities of electronic states as a function of the oxygen
content in ScN films. The Fermi energy shifts in the conduction band as the
concentration of oxygen is increased in ScN from 0.00 to 6.25 at. %, while
the basic electronic band structure is preserved. Insert is the second-order
polynomial fit of (EF-EC) vs. oxygen concentration, which is used to estimate the position of the Fermi energy for oxygen content below 1.56 at. %.
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incorporation of oxygen into the ScN matrix does not significantly change the shape of the DOS of pure ScN.38
As was discussed above, the fitting of the experimental
data suggests that the Fermi level of sputtered ScN films is
positioned 0.08 eV above the conduction band edge. The
DFT approach predicted a 0.34 eV shift for 1.56 at. %
oxygen-doped ScN. Experimentally, however, the oxygen
concentration falls into an uncertainty range of 0.6-2.6 at. %.
Calculations of the oxygen concentrations below 1.56 at. %
were not performed due to the computational limitation of
large supercells. Therefore, a second-order polynomial fit
(see Fig. 8 insert) of the EF-EC as a function of the oxygen
concentration was used to estimate the position of the Fermi
level for oxygen contaminated ScN thin films at the levels
below 1.56 at. %. It was found that 0.05, 0.10, 0.34, and
0.41 eV shifts of the Fermi level above the bottom of the
conduction band correspond to 0.6, 1, 1.6, and 2.6 at. % oxygen, respectively. Thus, the position of the Fermi level
obtained by DFT calculations and fitting of the experimental
data is in a good agreement, suggesting about 1 at. % of substitutional oxygen impurities in the sputtered ScN thin films.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

The structural and thermoelectric properties of
ScN(001) epitaxial thin films were studied by both experimental and theoretical techniques. We report a thermoelectric power factor of 3.3  103 W/mK2 at 800 K for a
ScN(001) thin film grown on MgO(001) by reactive magnetron sputtering. This is the highest value yet reported for
ScN and is comparable with established n-type thermoelectric materials for high-temperature applications. Theoretical
modeling of the thermoelectric properties of ScN is found to
provide a very good fit to the experimental observations and
demonstrates that the measured power factor at high temperature corresponds to the theoretical optimal value. A meanfree-path of 23 nm at 300 K and Fermi level located roughly
0.08 eV above the conduction band edge are extracted. The
calculations indicate that further optimization of the power
factor is possible near room temperature. First-principles
DFT calculations combined with the SOD technique reveal
that the presence of oxygen that contaminates the ScN thin
films leads to a shift of the Fermi energy towards the conduction band without altering the overall ScN electronic structure. The oxygen doping in ScN provides the advantageous
shift of the Fermi level into the conduction band resulting in
improved values of the power factor at high temperature.
The cross-plane thermal conductivity, however, is relatively
high (8.34 W/mK at 800 K), yielding an estimated value of
ZT ¼ 0.3. Further alloying and nanostructuring is needed to
improve the thermoelectric properties of ScN thin films.
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